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Why Teach About Acid Precipitation?
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this issue). Most of the materials
use standardlaboratoryequipment,
thereby minimizingextracosts. All
of the acid rain learning materials
that I am familiarwith involve student activity either in the form of
lab work or role playing. Studentcentered activities encourage positive classroom attitudes and provide opportunities for students to
develop skills of scientificinvestigation.
Acid precipitationaffects several
components of the environmentso
it can be brought up by biology
teachersin severalcontexts. Forexample, it is an appropriate topic
during studies of aquatic organisms, vascular plants, and earthworms. The complex nature of the
acid rain problem, as well as its interdisciplinaryaspects, providesthe
instructor with the opportunity to
integrate an environmental problem into regularcourse work rather
than reserving it for a special unit.
By learning in an integrated manner, students should begin to
develop a more well-rounded
human ecological attitude toward
their world. This approach also
helps to discourage the idea that
environmentalproblemsare special
topics reservedfor radicalindividuals to rant and rave about.
Acid precipitation provides a
graphicexample for teaching some
of the fundamental concepts of
biology. The effects of increasing
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acidity in an aquatic ecosystem
demonstrate the interdependence
of organisms, the complexities of
food webs and chains, and the effects of removing a link of that
chain. Basicchemistry for the biologist, the effect of pH on proteins,
and the nature and design of experiments can all be introduced in
the context of acid precipitation.In
a less traditional approach, acid
precipitationprovides an excellent
arena in which to discuss politics
and science, economics and
science, and other "real world"
dimensions of, science.
Acid rain is very much a "live"
scientificissue. Students can easily
locate articlesin which experts disagree on their experimental findings and the effectiveness of proposed solutions. There are no
"pat" solutions or easy answersfor
the students to memorize. In their
own experiments, students may
find their results do not always
match those of their classmates,reflectingthe difficultiesfaced by acid
rain researchers. The complex
nature of acid precipitationand its
consequences provides students
with a chance for scientificthought
and investigation while discouraging the tendency to memorize facts
and predetermine an obvious experimental outcome.
Acid precipitationis an immediate, active issue. The status of legislation and scientific evidence
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There are a variety of reasons
why we should teach about acid
precipitation. Probably the most
significant reason is simply as a
recognition of the proportions of
this environmental problem we
have brought upon ourselves. The
precipitation across two thirds of
our nation has a pH low enough to
be considered acidic. Acid precipitation is not a small environmental
issue but a widespread phenomenon that we, as biology teachers,
have a responsibilityto inform our
students about. It has been identified as one of two majorglobal environmentalproblems by the President's Committee on Health and
EnvironmentalEffectsof Increased
CoalUtilization(Likens,et al. 1979).
As the evidence pours in showing
the damagethat acidicprecipitation
causes in fragile ecosystems, it
would seem that only thoughtless
disregard or lack of conscience
could keep the biology teacherfrom
intiroducing the subject in the
classroom.
Putting moral obligations aside,
there are still a number of reasons
to support teaching about acid precipitation. First, there is an abundance of creative teaching materials
available.Many ideas and activities
are presented in this issue of ABT
and other materials are available
from educational publishers and
others (see "Acid Rain: Resource
Materialsfor Schools" elsewhere in
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